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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we conduct a study for recognizing motion qualities in
hand gestures using virtual reality trackers attached to the hand. From
this 6D signal, we extract Euclidean, equi-affine and moving frame
features and compare their effectiveness in the task of recognizing
Laban Effort qualities. Our experimental results reveal that equiaffine features are highly discriminant features for this task. We
also compare two classification methods on this task. In the first
method, we trained separate HMM models for the 6 Laban Effort
qualities (light, strong, sudden, sustained, direct, indirect). In the
second method, we trained separate HMM models for the 8 Laban
motion verbs (dab, glide, float, flick, thrust, press, wring, slash) and
combined them to recognize individual qualities. In our experiments,
the second method gives improved results. Together, those findings
suggest that low-dimensional signals from VR trackers can be used
to predict motion qualities with reasonable precision.

application that use Laban Effort qualities as input is quite diverse
and includes live performances interactions [9] as well as content
stylization, especially 3D character animations [2]. More generally,
Laban Motion Analysis provides a descriptive vocabulary which can
be used as a sub-representation of human motions.
In our study, we ask users to draw 3D shapes with various motion
qualities, typically lighter or stronger, quicker or more sustained,
more or less direct. Using the subjective motion qualities as our
ground truth, we created a small data set of 11 gestures performed
by 3 users, including two Laban experts, in 8 motion qualities.
In our study, we were interested to answer the following questions:
• Can we automatically recognize motion qualities of gestures,
i.e. decide whether a given gesture was performed lightly or
strongly, suddenly or sustainedly, directly or indirectly ?
• Can we automatically recognize Laban Effort Verbs, i.e. combinations of Laban Efforts in the Space, Time and Weight
dimensions simultaneously?
• Which geometric features are most useful in recognizing
motion qualities in either case?

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Maximum likelihood modeling;
Classification and regression trees;
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Through our study, we brought quantitative results answering
those three challenges. More particularly, we compared two Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based classifiers, one trained on Laban
Elements while the other was trained to recognize Effort Verbs
(also sometime called Laban Action Drives), and compared their
advantages and weaknesses. In addition, we conducted several classification studies using three different feature sets extracted from the
input gestures and showed the relevance of natural motion descriptors such as equi-affine speed and acceleration on the task of Laban
Effort recognition.
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INTRODUCTION

Immersive virtual reality systems such as HTC Vive or Oculus
Rift allow users to use their own body as a user interface. More
specifically, such systems provide precise and reliable measurements
of the six dimensional motion of trackers attached to the user’s head
and hands in real time. This has shown to be useful in applications
such as 3D drawing, painting and sculpting, among others.
Previous work has looked at various methods for recognizing
hand gestures for such purposes. In this paper, we are interested in
measuring the Laban Effort qualities associated with such gestures.
Recognizing motion qualities is particularly useful for understanding
motion intents and can be used in interactive systems. The range of
MOCO ’20, July 15–17, 2020, Jersey City/ Virtual, NJ, USA
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LABAN MOVEMENT ANALYSIS

Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) [17] is a method for characterizing quality in human movements in terms of timing, space used,
posture and intention. The full LMA uses five description categories,
namely Effort, Shape, Phrasing, Body and Space, to classify motion.
In this work, we focus on the Effort category and more precisely,
we are interested in recognizing Effort qualities from hand motions
only.
Laban Effort describes the dynamic quality of motion and is
based on the 4 following descriptors (with the associated extreme
values): Space (direct - indirect), Time (sustained - sudden), Weight
(light - strong) and Flow (bound - free) making the Effort category
isomorphic to [−1; 1]4 .
Expert studies on Laban Effort expression [5] observed that Space,
Time and Weight are often sufficient to describe actions, with either
two or three of them being active at the same time. Motions involving
one descriptor are defined as Factors (characterized by two opposed
1
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systems producing either simple rigid motions [16] or more elaborate articulated animations [25] have been studied, none of them
aimed at expressive animation. In this work, we present experimental results obtained with the HTC Vive controller and Lighthouse
tracking system, which provide a complete 6D motion signal at 60
fps.

3.2

Figure 1: Laban’s Effort cube: the eight Effort Verbs are represented at the corners of the cube. The three Effort Factors of
Space, Time and Weight, are represented as axes of the cube.
The six Effort Elements (light, strong, sudden, sustained, direct,
indirect) are the faces of the cube.
Elements), those involving two descriptors are defined as States and
those involving three of them as Drives. In this study, we omit the
Flow dimension and focus on the so-called Action Drives which
involve the three dimensions of Space, Time and Weight. The Action
Drives are also referred as the 8 Effort Verbs : dab, glide, float, flick,
thrust, press, wring, slash. Figure 1 shows a representation of the 8
Verbs positioned in the Laban Effort cube. In table 1, we detail the
decomposition of each Effort Verb into its corresponding Elements.
Table 1: Laban Effort Verbs decomposition into their corresponding Elements. Each Effort Verb contains three Elements.
Each Element is contained in four Effort Verbs.
Elements
Verbs
Dab
Flick
Slash
Thrust
Glide
Float
Press
Wring

Direct

Indirect

Sudden

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Sustained

Light

Strong

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

3 RELATED WORK
3.1 Spatial interaction
Our research is motivated by the recent popularization of 3D spatial
interaction devices [20] in 3D shape design and visual arts. In the
near future, we predict that those same devices will also be used to
create 3D motions and animations. Indeed, using tangible interaction
devices for creating short animation sequences is a good practice
allowing even non experts to create motion. As tangible interaction
enhances interactivity, various puppetry interfaces have been proposed in order to control characters in real time. While numerous
2

Geometry of natural motion

Researchers have noticed intriguing properties of spontaneous human hand movements, especially during writing and drawing. More
particularly, [27] highlighted the importance of two-dimensional
equi-affine velocity for qualifying uniform drawing motion.
Based on those observations, we conjecture that three-dimensional
equi-affine velocity and its derivatives (acceleration and jerk) may
play a role in expressing and recognizing expressive qualities of
hand motions.

3.3

Gesture recognition

Human gesture recognition is a process which is now integrated
in many applications, especially for entertaining purposes as it can
be found in video games or interactive performances (theater, concerts,...). This particular problem has been studied both from videos
and human motion data [20]. Moreover, gesture recognition from motion data is typically done using machine learning algorithm taking
either 3D trajectories and their geometrical properties such as speed
and acceleration as input. As 3D trajectories are temporal sequences,
many studies for gesture recognition have been performed using
Hidden Markov Model [31]. Another class of methods performing
pattern matching in a auxiliary space also tackle this problem. This
was studied for recognizing 2D gestures [30] as well as 3D gestures
[7].
Hidden Markov Models have been used extensively for both
gesture segmentation and recognition in the past (see [28] for a
comprehensive survey). HMMs have also been used to segment and
recognize sign language from hand motion [11, 33] and this has
been generalized to parallel HMMs for two-hand signing [34]. In
related work, Green used HMMs to recognize full body gestures
by segmenting actions into dynemes, which are a generalization of
gestures to full body motions [14].

3.4

Motion quality recognition

Motion qualities are recognizable features of a given motion which
convey the intent of the performer, describing how the motion is
executed. Motion qualities have been researched extensively in the
1940s by Rudolf Laban for the purpose of dance notation [17] and
previous work in the computer graphics community has attempted to
recognize Laban motion qualities from natural human motion [6, 22]
and to generate 3D character animation with recognizable Laban
motion qualities [5, 10], or both [2]. In recent years, Laban motion
analysis has gained recognition in other fields including computer
human interaction [1] and robotics [19]. As a result, an important
topic of research has been to recognize Laban motion qualities from
various motion signals using machine learning.
Camurri et al. classify hand gestures according to the Space and
Time dimensions of Laban’s Theory of Effort [8]. Silang Maranan
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et al. recognize Laban Effort qualities from a single wearable accelerometer in real time [29]. Bernardet et al. report subjective experiments evaluating the ability of expert movement analysts to
recognize motion qualities in videos of the pantomimed movements
of knocking at a door or giving directions [4].
Extracting Laban Effort qualities from low dimensional motion
was explored in the context of wrist motion data [12] using multimodal input, including wrist position, speed, acceleration and muscle
activation. In contrast, we take as input a single rigid body motion
and extract a rich set of geometric and kinematic features, such as
Euclidean and equi-affine velocity, acceleration, jerk, curvature and
torsion.

4

OVERVIEW

In this paper, we present a study focusing on Laban Effort classification from hand motions recorded with an HTC Vive controller
held by users. More precisely, we are interested in finding relevant
geometric features that describe motion qualities in terms of Space,
Time and Weight efforts. To do so, we designed three sets of features
and evaluated how they influence classification results. We also performed Laban Effort classification using two different sets of HMMs.
The first set contains 8 Verb HMMs trained on Verbs. The second
set contains 6 Element HMMs trained on Elements. We compare the
three feature sets and two HMM sets on the two tasks of classifying
motions into Verbs and Elements.
In the next sections, we present our data acquisition setup as
well as our experimental protocol (section 5). We then introduce the
different feature sets that we extracted from the input 6D trajectories
(section 6) which are then used for training and testing our two
classifiers described in section 7. Finally, experimental results are
presented in section 8 before concluding and discussing.

5

DATA SET ACQUISITION

We collected our data set of rigid hand motions by tracking the
moving frame of a manipulated object, in our case the the HTC Vive
Controller (see Figure 2). Other similar methods have used a variety
of available devices, including video and Kinect cameras, inertial
measurement units (IMU), magnetic sensors or optical tracking
systems [15, 20].
Our data set is composed of 6-D input curves from which we compute geometrical properties as explained in Section 6. We registered
data from 3 users including 2 LMA experts and one user familiar
with LMA. A total of 104 curves was recorded in which 88 are
predefined patterns performed in the 8 Effort Verbs, and 16 are free
style gestures also performed in the 8 Effort Verbs. Using patterns
for training is especially useful to dissociate motion qualities within
a single pattern while freestyle trajectories were introduced to avoid
over-fitting and bias. The eleven predefined patterns are presented in
Figure 3. Every curve of the data set was then re-sampled such that
each curve contains 512 points. For classification results, we randomly split our curve data set into 56 curves (7 per Verb) for training
and 48 curves (6 per Verb) for testing. In addition, we augmented
our training set by sub-sampling each of the 56 training curve 15
times, totaling 840 curves and including 105 examples per Verb. In
total, the data set is thus composed of 888 curves divided into 840
training curves and 48 testing curves.

Figure 2: User recording 3D patterns in different Laban Effort
qualities.

6

EUCLIDEAN, AFFINE AND MOVING
FRAME FEATURES

In this section, we describe the geometric features we extract from
user’s hand motion which will be used as input for our Laban Effort
classifiers (see section 7). We do not attempt to recognize motion
qualities directly from the raw 6D hand motion trajectories (end-toend recognition) but instead choose features from different geometries, which have been found to be important in describing natural
human motion in previous work [3].
Similar to previous work like [24] and [12], we based our feature
choice on a priori assumptions relating geometric features and their
influence in Effort quality variations. Contrary to previous work, we
do not record any physiologic data from users, which makes our
task more difficult. Fdili-Alaoui et al. tracked the muscular activity
of the wrist and emphasized the importance of this physiological
measurement for recognizing motion qualities [12]. Instead, we
propose to study a larger set of geometric features which we relate
to individual Laban Elements.
We relate Torsion τ and Curvature κ to the Space Element. Direct
motions are should have constant τ and κ while Indirect motions
often deviate from the neutral motion direction and implies variations
of those two features. This can be illustrated in the 2D example
presented in Figure 4.
As the Time Element opposes Sustained to Sudden motion, we
include speed Ve = (ve , ω), containing linear and angular velocity
information as well as its two successive derivatives Ae = (vÛe , ω)
Û
and Je = (vÜe , ω)
Ü computed using finite differences. Those features
are expressed in the global world space. In addition, we also compute those the linear velocity and its derivative feature in the moving
frame of the HTC Vive controller v, v,
Û vÜ (with v = Ri (pi − pi−1 ), pi
being the 3D coordinates of the i th point of the curve and Ri the
3
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(a) Circle

(b) Line

(c) Infinity

(d) Loop

(e) C
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(f) Screw

(g) Zigzag

(h) Hip

(i) Triangle (j) Forward

(k) Tuck

Figure 3: 6D Patterns used both for training and testing.

Figure 4: Space Element 2D representation using two paths
from A to B. Red: Direct path. Blue: Indirect path.

In Figure 5 we show an example of Ve and Va profiles for Light
and Strong motions. In addition, we also show, in Figure 6, the linear
and angular velocities profiles in the moving frame attached to the
hand for the same examples. Those two figures highlight the uniform
aspect of Light motions against Strong motions especially in terms
of equi-affine speed behavior (more constant for Light motions). We
can also notice high speed and rotational speed variations for Strong
motions.
In total, we measure 18 moving frame features and 7 world frame
features (Euclidean velocity, acceleration and jerk, curvature, torsion,
equi-affine velocity, and equi-affine acceleration). We split those
feature into three different sets presented in table 2.

rotation matrix associated with the moving frame at point i).
Studying Weight, which opposes Strong to Light motions, might
seem difficult as we do not have the physiologic data which was
shown to be useful in [12]. However, we notice that uniformity of
motion is an important aspect differentiating Strong from Light gestures. Strong motions are irregular and wide while Light motions are
continuous and fluid. It turns out that equi-affine velocity provides
a suitable measure of the perceptual uniformity of motion, both in
2D [18, 21, 27, 32] and 3D [26]. In 2D, the equi-affine velocity of a
1
point moving along a planar trajectory is defined as Va = |ve × vÜe | 3
1
which can also be written as Va = ve κ 3 . In their work, [27] shows
that humans draw spontaneously at a constant equi-affine speed
which is know as the 1/3 power law.
More generally, equi-affine velocity was identified as being highly
correlated with our perception of speed of movement in drawing
gestures [26]. Indeed, experimental psychologists have shown that
human subjects describe movements performed with constant equiaffine velocity as uniform. By analogy, we hypothesize that spatial
equi-affine velocity should also play an important role for measuring
the perceived velocity of 3D hand motion.
In 3D, equi-affine velocity can be computed efficiently using the
1
triple scalar product Va = |r,
Û r,
Ü rÝ| 6 which is again related to the
1 1
Euclidean velocity with the formula Va = Ve κ 3 τ 6 where κ is the
|r,
Û r,
Ü rÜ |
curvature of the stroke as before and τ =
is the torsion of the
∥ rÛ ×rÜ ∥ 2
stroke.
Similarly to the 2D case, recent work has shown that human
subjects describe spatial movements performed with equi-affine velocity as uniform [13, 23, 26] and this is known as the 1/6 power law.
Those findings make spatial equi-affine velocity a likely candidate
to measure subjective motion qualities and we therefore include it in
our feature set. We also compute equi-affine acceleration as the first
derivative of Va .
4
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(a) Light motion.
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(b) Strong motion.

Figure 5: Euclidean Ve and Equi-affine Va velocity profiles of
Loop gesture in Light and Strong motion qualities.
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Table 2: Feature sets used for Laban Effort classification.
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(k) Light Moving Frame ω z .
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(l) Strong Moving Frame ω z .

Figure 6: Linear and angular velocities in the moving frame of
Loop gesture in Light and Strong motion qualities.

LABAN EFFORT CLASSIFICATION

We study two classification tasks in this paper. In the Verb classification task, our goal is to recognize instances of the eight Effort
Verbs from observations. In the Factor classification task, our goal
is to classify observations along the separate dimensions of Time
(is the motion sudden or sustained ?), Space (is the motion direct or
indirect ?) and Weight (is the motion light or strong ?).
We approach each classification task with two different methods.
In the Verb HMM method, we train one HMM per Effort Verb
using all available training examples for that Verb. On the Effort
Verb classification task, we compute the 8 Verb likelihoods directly
from the trained Verb HMMs and return the verb with maximum
likelihood. On the Factor classification task, we simply compute the
most likely Verb and return its component Elements in each Factor,
as shown in Table 1).
In the Element HMM method, we train one HMM per Element
using all available training examples from that Element. On the
Factor classification task, we compute the 6 Element likelihoods
directly from the trained Element HMMs and return the Element
with maximum likelihood in each Factor. On the Verb classification
task, we compute the Verb likelihoods indirectly, as a combination
of the likelihoods for the three elements contained in the verb (as
shown in Table 1), and we return the most likely Verb.
For both methods, we used left-to-right HMMs with 6 states.
The states were trained independently for each of the 14 HMMs
from all available training examples. The number of states was
chosen empirically after extensive experiments using between one
and twelve states because it gave the best results.

8
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(b) Strong Moving Frame v x .
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present classification results performed on the
test set described in Section 5 using the two classifiers described
in Section 7 and the three feature sets presented in Section 6. We
first study the Verb classification task for both methods and compare
results using different feature set combinations. Then, we study the
Factor classification task and compare the two methods Factor-wise.
Finally, we study the special case of Time and Weight classification,
where the space Dimension is ignored.

8.1

Verb classification

For each classifier, we compared the precision for Verb classification
using different geometrical features among the feature sets described
in table 2. We ran three classification processes in total. The first
process only includes Euclidean features. The per Verb classifier
performed 25% of successful classification rate against 18% for the
Element HMM method. Adding equi-affine properties to our set of
feature for the second process, we observed significantly improved
5
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classification results with 43% success rate for the per Verb method
against 25% for the Element one. Finally, best results were achieved
when also adding Motion Frame related properties to our feature
set, achieving 44% rate for the per Verb method and 25% for the
composed method, even if improvements are subtle at the end of this
process. Verb classification results are summarized in Figure 7.
60

Euclidean

+ Affine

+ Affine + Moving Frame

40
(a) Verb HMM Euclidean

(b) Element HMM Euclidean

20

0
Verb

Element

Figure 7: Laban verb classification accuracy in percentage using
the verbs HMM classifier and the Element HMM classifier.

Those first results reveal that the Verb HMMs outperform the
Element HMMs in the task of Verb classification. In addition, we
notice that equi-affine features greatly improve classification results
for both classifiers while it is not the case for moving frame features.
This confirms that equi-affine features are discriminant features for
the task of Verb classification.
As confusion still occurs in the overall classification results, we
first computed the confusion matrices of the two methods and gathered the results in Figure 8.
Theses matrices especially highlight that the two classifiers have
very different confusion categories. Moreover, we can notice that
the Element HMM method seems to get confused over categories
which share the same Time and Weight Effort but which differs
in terms of Space like this is the case for Dab/Flick, Slash/Thrust
and Glide/Float. In the same manner, the Verb HMM method is not
confused by the Time Effort. But it is less accurate in categories with
different Weight and Space Elements at the same time.

8.2

Factor classification

We also evaluated how our classifiers performed on individual Factor
classification in order to determine more precisely the advantages
and weaknesses of the two methods. We summarized the results in
Figure 9 and 10
We first observe that Time is highly recognizable in both methods with classification results above 85% when using all features.
Interestingly, we notice that the Element HMM method is more accurate than the Verb HMM method for Space and Time classification
regardless of the feature sets we used.
On the contrary, the Verb HMM method is more accurate in terms
of Weight classification as well as Verb classification. Overall, it
is not surprising that the Element HMM method performs better at
6

(c) Verb HMM Euclidean + Equi- (d) Element HMM Euclidean +
affine
Equi-affine

(e) Verb HMM Euclidean + Equi- (f) Element HMM Euclidean +
affine + Moving Frame
Equi-affine + Moving Frame

Figure 8: Confusion matrices. Left: Classification confusion using one HMM per Verb. Right: Classification confusion using
one HMM per Effort Element.

individual classification. However, its accuracy in terms of individual
Element classification is only slightly better than the Verb HMM,
yet it performs poorly in terms of Verb classification. Thus, these
results highlight that learning over individual Elements misses out
correlations between Elements when combining classification results
while learning over the Verbs directly is usually more robust.
We also notice that the Verb HMM method achieves better results
than [12] who used one HMM per Element on the task of Factor
classification. While we did not study classification results on their
data (which may not be well suited for our study) we achieve 44%

Recognition of Laban Effort Qualities from Hand Motion
precision against 26% as reported in [12]. Those results are not
directly comparable as the testing sets differs. In future experiments,
it would be useful to compare classification results using common
testing sets.
For both classifiers, we notice that Space and Weight Factors are
more difficult to recognize and cause a significant drop in Verb recognition rates. In the case of the Verb HMM method we also notice
that the Space Factor is the most difficult dimension to classify.

100

Space

Time

Weight

Verb

80

60
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8.3

Time/Weight classification

To better evaluate the impact of the Space Factor in our classification
results we removed it from the classification results and computed
the Time/Weight State classification precision rate using the Verb
HMM and the Element HMM methods. The two methods give
almost identical results when considering only the Time and Weight
Factors. More precisely, the best results are obtained by combining
the Euclidean and Equi-affine feature sets in both cases with 63% of
successful recognition for the Verb HMM method and 62% for the
Element HMM. We observe a small drop of successful classification
rate when considering all feature sets for the two methods (61%
for the Verb HMM and 58% for the Element HMM) indicating that
adding the moving frame feature set brings confusion which we can
observe for the Time Factor in Figure 9 and 10.
In addition, the similarity of the classification results between the
two methods reveals that the Element HMM method fails to classify
curves in terms of Space when it correctly classifies those curves in
terms of Time and Weight which is less the case for the Verb HMM
method.

40

80

20

Euclidean

+ Affine

+ Affine + Moving Frame

60

40

0
Euclidean

Euclidean + Affine

All
20

Figure 9: Factor and Verb classification results using the Element HMM classifier.

0
Verb
100
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Time

Weight

Verb

Element

Figure 11: Laban State classification accuracy in percentage using the Verb HMM classifier and the Element HMM classifier.

80

9
60

40

20

0
Euclidean

Euclidean + Affine

All

Figure 10: Factor and Verb classification results using the Verb
HMM classifier.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our study and our methods come with some limitations. First, Verb
classification from hand motion remains a difficult problem as we
achieve 44% of successful classification rate at best. More precisely,
while we obtain high recognition accuracy for Time Element recognition, Space and Weight classification still remains a hard task.
Indeed, hand 6D trajectory might not be sufficient to describe users’
full intent, it could be useful to also capture more body parts motion
like the elbow and the shoulder. Besides, we did not properly evaluate the role of rotations in the classification process as we allowed
users to hold the HTC Vive controllers in any way they wished,
which may have introduced rotation bias on our database (the role
of rotation in classification can be seen in Figure 6).
For future work, it would be interesting to study Laban Effort
classification on all Laban Motion States, including Space/Time and
Space/Weight classifications to better understand where confusion
between elements comes from. We also would like to perform subjective user experiments to measure how well the intended motion
7
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qualities are perceived by naive users, and compare those subjective
assessments with our classification results. Finally, we would like
to further enlarge our training and testing data set and also include
physiological features like captured by [12] and compare classification results. Moreover, it would be interesting to evaluate properly
if the geometric features we used in this paper can substitute to
physiological features.
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CONCLUSION

We presented a new study for recognizing Laban Efforts from hand
motion characterized by a 6D trajectory. Our study reveals that
the choice of classification structures and geometric features can
make a significant difference. Our experimental results suggest that
training HMMs directly on Effort Verbs can achieve better results
than training HMMs on Effort Elements. We also demonstrated the
role of equi-affine features which greatly enhance Verb classification
results. While future work is needed to confirm our results with
larger data sets, our initial findings suggest that low-cost VR tracking
systems may be used to recognize motion qualities in a variety
of hand gestures, with possible applications to computer human
interactions and expressive computer animation.
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